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Snapple facts meaning

HuffPost is part of Verizon Media. We and our partners will store and/or access information on your device through the use of cookies and similar technologies, to display personalized ads and content, for ad and content measurement, audience insights and product development. Your personal data that may be used
Information about your device and internet connection, including your IP Browsing address and search activity while using Verizon Media Location websites and applications need to find out more about how we use your information in our Privacy Policy and Cookie Policy. To allow Verizon Media and our partners to
process your personal data select 'I agree', or select 'Manage settings' for more information and manage your choices. You can change your choices at any time by visiting their privacy controls. November 18, 2015 by Deana Segilia So for the last blog entry I decided to give you guys a little background on this famous
company that I've been talking about for the past 3 months. Snapple was originally founded by Ryan Wojtysiak, Hyman Golden, and Arnold Greenburg in 1972 in Long Island, New York. The company was originally called Unadulterated Food Products which was created as a part-time venture to put fruit juices in health
food stores. Unadulterated Food Products was one of the first companies in the United States to manufacture juices and other beverages made from natural ingredients. The three entrepreneurs then created the first carbonated fruit juice. It turns out that one of the lots of apple was fermented in the bottle, causing the lid
to fly. This created the idea of snappy apple, thus creating Snapple. Snapple was then released in the early 1980s, which led to the creation of snapple teas and lemonade. This company is well known for its great flavors, but also, of course, its bottle cap suits. This brings me to my latest revelation of a Real Fact: Real
#0: Half of all Real Facts are really false. OH SNAP! Yes, this is true considering that I have posted several facts that have been exaggerated, outdated or incorrect. Although I haven't posted many false facts for lack of detail behind the fact, here are some others that have proven to be wrong. #114 The oldest known
animal was a turtle, which lived until the age of 152. A turtle named Harriet lived to be 175. #769 If a sheep and a goat mate the offspring they are called geese. A goose is produced by combining the embryos of a sheep and a goat. If they mate, the offspring is called a sheep goat hybrid. #889 The original Cinderella was
Egyptian and wore fur slippers. It is true that Rhodopis is considered the oldest account in Cinderella history, but his slippers are consistently described as pink gold. Some claim that the classic Charles Perrault's French had fur slippers, and that vair (skin) was mistranslated as verre (glass), but this is believed to be an
urban legend. #163 The first penny had the motto Beware of its own The coin held the Message Mind Your Business which, along with the image above it, formed a rebus meaning, time flies, does its job That's a personal wrap, thanks for reading along and hope you found some of these facts interesting, and don't
believe everything you read because it's titled real. November 4, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real #768: Most elephants weigh less than the tongue of a blue whale. OH SNAP! As strange and shocking as this may seem, this Real Fact is true! The blue whale is the largest known animal that has ever lived on Earth! According
to National Geographic, these creatures are about 30 meters long and weigh an average of 200 tons. Their tongue alone weighs about 2 tons, which is actually the average weight of an elephant. Their hearts weigh as much as the typical American automobile! These creatures start big too, like calves they are already in
the ranking for the largest animal. Now, what could these animals eat to weigh as much as they do? Sharks? Dolphins? No! Your entire diet is based on tiny creatures like shrimp and krill. Here is a photo to help you capture the size these animals really are! Now talking about big animals. we move on to the largest fish
known. Real #116: The largest fish is the whale shark- can be more than 15 meters long and weigh more than 2 tons. OH SNAP! This Snapple Real Suit is HALF fake! The whale shark is the largest known fish, however, the largest whale shark ever recorded was only 40 feet long! These creatures can be easily
compared to the average size of a school bus. National Geographic says it's possible they'll grow more. What is so crazy about this fact, is that it over lengths and under weighs these magnificent creatures. The average whale shark weighs much more than just 2 tons, but an impressive 20 tons! I think that's why the
name has one of the greatest creatures in it. Whale sharks and blue whales are very similar in their diet. Lucky for us, whale sharks mainly consume plankton and other small fish that come along with it! Look to see what they look like compared to one of us! Thanks for reading! October 28, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real
#123: Beavers were once the size of bears. OH SNAP! Strange and crazy as it sounds, this Real Suit is true! During the ice age, the beaver was actually the greatest rodent in North America! The first remains of this giant beaver were found in a swamp in Ohio in 1837. The giant beaver and modern behavior of today
show a lot of skeletal similarities, however, there is a big difference... I'm sure you can guess, SIZE! Compared to modern beavers of about 39 in length and a weight of 66 pounds, the giant beaver was about 63 in length with a weight Twenty-two pounds! It's a great beaver. That's not the only big thing about them
though, this beaver also had cutting teeth that were 15cm long! There are no real pictures of this giant creature, but this is a picture of a skeleton skeleton I'm sure you understand. Now, because I have recently theme facts lately, I thought this fact was very interesting as well. Real #436: Beavers have orange teeth. OH
SNAP! Yes, as predictable as it is, this Real Fact is also true. Beaver teeth turn orange because of the iron content in the food they eat, which is (fun fact) every vegetarian. Underneath the enamel of the beavers there is a soft layer that moves away while chewing, so that the orange hard layer on top covers this so that
your teeth can form a sharp permanent edge. Their teeth are not always orange, when they are small, they have not had much time accumulating their iron content from food, so their teeth are still white. Now I don't particularly think beavers are cute, but in my research I've discovered something that has definitely
changed my point of view forever. I agree or disagree that these little creatures are adorable!! Thanks for reading! October 21, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real Costume #45: Elephants are able to swim 20 miles a day. OH SNAP! This Real Fact Snapple is TRUE! Yes, believe it or not, elephants are able to swim 20 miles a
day! Now one may wonder how they hold their breath for so long or how they don't get tired. Let's look at the fact again, it says they are able to swim 20 miles a day, nobody said they actually do! Elephants are not really known for swimming other than catching water or on a hot day, but when they want to go for a nice
and relaxing 20 mile dive, they use their trunks as snorkels! And they're pretty good at it too! Elephants are great swimmers. Researchers once observed a family of elephants swimming, and they covered nearly 30 miles at speeds of 1.7 miles per hour! That's too fast for the world's largest land animal. Apparently, this
little guy wasn't up for 20 miles that day! Real Fact #46: Elephants are the only mammals that cannot jump. OH SNAP! This Snapple Real Suit is FAKE and yet adorable! It is true that elephants cannot jump, but other mammals can not jump either! These mammals cannot jump due to the fact that they have no knees.
Another reason is because the bones in an elephant's foot are more together compared to other mammals, which means they don't have the flexibility and spring mechanisms to jump! However, rhinos and hippos are misjudged for jumping because, unlike elephants, they can have all four metres of the ground at the
same time. What I found interesting about this fact is that sloths can't jump either! Now, I know sloths are known to be lazy, but they're built to be lazy too! I hope you found this video as adorable as I did! Thanks for reading all about elephants! October 14, 2015 Deana Segilia Real #35: Elephants only sleep two hours a
day. Wellllllll, I hate to inform you, but this Real Fact is not true. As I said in the last post, elephants spend most of their days sleeping, and eating, of course. They tend to take take 8 hours a night like us! It is true, however, that they take a while sleeping to observe predators. Most of the time they're mothers watching
their babies! I hope you guessed that this week is something I found particularly interesting. Everyone has heard of the old debate about whether a tomato is a fruit or a vegetable, right? Well, this week, I'll tell you how a banana is an herb! Real fact #387: A banana is a giant herb. OH SNAP! Strange as it is, it's true. A
banana is known to grow on a banana tree, but technically it cannot be considered a tree because the stem does not contain wooded fabric. Therefore, a banana is classified as a herbaceous plant!! Now, just because it's classified as an herb doesn't mean it's not a fruit. It's both of them! So normally, when you eat a
banana, you don't see seeds. Well, that's because it's not grown in nature, but bananas have seeds. You don't have to worry. Find yourself craving a banana now? Same. Here's the best video of all time. Thanks for reading! October 8, 2015 by Deana Segilia Generally in this space I would give a snapple suit and I would
say if it is true or false, but this week I decided to change things a little. I'm going to introduce you to a snapple suit, an explanation for truth and false, and I want you to tell me what you think! Real Fact #35: Elephants only sleep two hours a day. Elephants sleep very little in their entire lives. The average sleep time for an
adult elephant is 2 to 3 hours per day. This does not seem long enough for such a large animal, but it is necessary for the survival of the herd. The herd sleeps in shifts at night, so there's always a surveillance guard for predators. Often, when there are babies in the flock, mothers stand guard all night for babies to sleep.
Elephants spend most of the day sleeping and eating. They tend to take about 8 hours of sleep a day which is divided into two different parts of the day: just before dawn, and the hottest part of the day. Each sleep session is about 4 hours long and not the whole herd sleeps at the same time. They take a while sleeping,
so there's always someone to watch. Elephant cubs sleep more than 8 hours because their mother usually watchs all day for her baby to sleep. I just told you an explanation for both sides for this fun fact, now it's your turn. Do some research or just guess, but don't forget to tell if this fact is true or false. Be sure to read
next week to see if it was right! September 30, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real #61: Pigs may have sunburn. OH SNAP! This Royal Fact is true. Pigs have sunburn like humans do! Most animals have dense hair that protects them from UV rays, but pigs have mud holes! Yes, pigs not only get dirty because it's fun, but
because the mud a sun shield and cools them at the same time. Pigs can get up to third degree sun burns if they are not are So if you have a piggy, keep it out of the sun or let it have fun in the mud! These little pigs need sunscreen! Real #686: A Pelican can hold more food in its beak than its belly. OH SNAP! This fact
is also true! A pelican's bill has a capacity greater than its stomach. How can you ask? Well, you see, a pelican's stomach can hold up to a gallon of food or water, while your bill can hold up to three gallons! This means that the stomach can hold about 8 pounds in your stomach and up to 24 pounds in your account! Could
you eat 24 kilos of food? That's a lot of food, but it's not on the bill until you're ready to eat. No, if the pelican catches more fish than it can eat at that time than excess food is stored in the pelican esophagus! The more I research these Snapple facts, the more they seem to be true. I promise to have some fake ones for
you next time! Thank you for  september 24, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real Costume #840: Honey is the only food that does not spoil. OH SNAP! This Real Fact is true!!! According to Smithsonian magazine, archaeologists have recently excavated Egyptian tombs with an unexpected discovery, honey pots! Of course
the honey was thousands of years old, but it was still preserved! The reason behind this is all in honey makeup. Honey is composed mainly of sugar and very little water. That means bacteria and microorganisms and all those disgusting things that make food spoil, can't survive on honey. Executive director of the honey
and pollination center, Amina Harris states that the only way honey can spoil it is if there is a spoiling ingredient inside it, otherwise make sure your mother never throws away the honey and now you can tell her why not! Real #5: Camels have three eyelids. OH SNAP! This Real Fact Snapple is true! Camels have three
eyelids. According to a website, todayifoundout.com, two of the three eyelids have eyelashes that serve to help protect your eyes from the sand. The third is a very thin cover that acts as a windshield wiper to clean your eyes when sand or any other substance enters your eyes. It literally closes and opens from side to
side instead of up and down, just like a car does! It's also thin enough for camels to see through it a bit! So in a sandstorm or on another windy day where the sand is being stirred, they can close the lids to protect their eyes from the sand, but still see where they are going! Now every time you drive your car in the rain
think of yourself as a camel, because it's pretty much the same thing! Thanks for reading my OH SNAP blog again, hopefully next week we will find it even more interesting than these! September 16, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real #94: Lizards communicate by doing push-ups. OH SNAP! Real snapple fact is true! Male
lizards make a series of head-bobs to make their territorial claim to other males. When another male male see this movement, they assume that the lizard is in good physical condition and move away. However, just before the lizard starts shaking its head, it repeats a series of push-ups! For researchers, this technique is
to alert the approaching males about their territorial action of shaking their heads! Real Fact #50: Mosquitoes have 47 teeth. OH SNAP! This Real Snapple Suit is NOT True! As much as these bastards bite you in the summer, they don't have teeth. Mosquitoes have a long, pointed mouth called proboscis. They use
serrated proboscis to pierce the skin and locate a capillary, then draw blood through one of the two tubes. In other words, being bitten by a mosquito is similar to having blood extracted. The mosquito acts like the syringe, pulling the blood out like a tube. This tube that is used to pierce your skin not only takes away your
blood, but injects your own saliva so that your suction can go well. This saliva injection is really the very annoying thing that makes you itch like crazy! Thanks for reading this week's Real Facts, and I hope you enjoyed discovering one that wasn't true! September 9, 2015 by Deana Segilia Real Fact #1008: In the state of
Arizona, it is illegal for donkeys to sleep in bathtubs. OH SNAP! This Real Fact is really true. Dating back several years before 1924, when the law was passed, a donkey became very comfortable with its old bathtub farmers. Now nothing can be wrong with that right? Well, everything was fine until a dam broke some
cities about causing major flooding in several cities, including the farmer's. When the flood reached the farmer's property, he sent his ass and bathtub down the basin! It took the whole town and a lot of resources to rescue the donkey from the bathtub, resulting in the passage of the law. Real Fact #302: Ketchup has
already been sold as a medicine. OH SNAP! This Real Fact is really true. In 1835, ketchup was sold as tomato pills as a treatment for diarrhea, jaundice and ingestion. This idea came from Dr. John Cook Bennett, president of the medical department at Ohio University. After 5 years on the market, sales began to drop
when the pills were discovered as fraudulent. Not only were people not getting any tomato extract from the pill, but the pills were pre-forming as laxatives; this caused the market for tomato tablets to collapse in 1840. Fortunately, these two snapple facts were true, but many are not. Read next time for more on Real Facts.
Facts.
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